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Abstract
Aim: We examined if tonic γ- aminobutyric acid (GABA)- activated currents in pri-
mary hippocampal neurons were modulated by insulin in wild- type and tg- APPSwe 
mice, an Alzheimer's disease (AD) model.
Methods: GABA- activated currents were recorded in dentate gyrus (DG) granule 
cells and CA3 pyramidal neurons in hippocampal brain slices, from 8 to 10 weeks old 
(young) wild- type mice and in dorsal DG granule cells in adult, 5- 6 and 10- 12 (aged) 
months old wild- type and tg- APPSwe mice, in the absence or presence of insulin, by 
whole- cell patch- clamp electrophysiology.
Results: In young mice, insulin (1 nmol/L) enhanced the total spontaneous inhibi-
tory postsynaptic current (sIPSCT) density in both dorsal and ventral DG granule 
cells. The extrasynaptic current density was only increased by insulin in dorsal CA3 
pyramidal neurons. In absence of action potentials, insulin enhanced DG granule 
cells and dorsal CA3 pyramidal neurons miniature IPSC (mIPSC) frequency, con-
sistent with insulin regulation of presynaptic GABA release. sIPSCT densities in 
DG granule cells were similar in wild- type and tg- APPSwe mice at 5- 6 months but 
significantly decreased in aged tg- APPSwe mice where insulin normalized currents 
to wild- type levels. The extrasynaptic current density was increased in tg- APPSwe 
mice relative to wild- type littermates but, only in aged tg- APPSwe mice did insulin 
decrease and normalize the current.
Conclusion: Insulin effects on GABA signalling in hippocampal neurons are se-
lective while multifaceted and context- based. Not only is the response to insulin 
related to cell- type, hippocampal axis- location, age of animals and disease but also 
to the subtype of neuronal inhibition involved, synaptic or extrasynaptic GABAA 
receptors- activated currents.
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1 |  INTRODUCTION

Insulin is secreted by the pancreatic islet beta cells and regu-
lates glucose homeostasis in the periphery.1 For a long time, 
the brain was thought to be insulin insensitive, as glucose uti-
lization in the central nervous system (CNS) does not rely on 
insulin.2,3 In recent years, evidence has emerged indicating 
that insulin facilitates critical brain functions including learn-
ing, cognition and motivated behaviour, implying that insulin 
signalling is an important part of the healthy brain.2- 4 Insulin 
receptors (IR) are prominently expressed in many areas of the 
brain, including the cortex and the hippocampus.5,6 Insulin 
enters the brain, by crossing the blood- brain barrier by a 
saturable transport system3,7,8 and insulin can even be made 
in subsets of neuroglial cells.9,10 How insulin modulation of 
neuronal plasticity comes about and what the effects are on 
neuronal function is still being explored.

It is well- documented that the effectiveness of the meta-
bolic hormonal systems declines with age and the deficiency 
of function that may result in associated with faster ageing 
and an increased risk of developing neurodegenerative dis-
eases.11- 14 Insulin sensitivity decreases with ageing13,15 and 
epidemiological data suggest that the diminished insulin 
signalling may increase the propensity for development of 
cognitive dysfunction and progression of AD in humans and 
rodents.11,12,16 Insulin has further been indicated having a 
protective role in relation to the progressive pathogenesis of 
AD2,17 amyloid plaques and neurofibrillary tangles may be 
decreased by insulin.18 In some patients with AD, intranasal 
insulin improved memory function.19 AD is characterized by 
loss of synapse density and degeneration of at least choliner-
gic and glutamatergic pathways in the brain.20 Although it is 
generally accepted that there is a widespread disruption of the 
excitatory pathways in the brain, it has been assumed that the 
inhibitory GABAergic pathways are preserved.21,22 However, 
evidence from functional studies on GABAA receptors from 
human AD brains have shown that this is not the case. Indeed, 
a large reduction and remodelling of GABA signalling is ob-
served in AD and it may explain, at least in part, the cortical 
disinhibition in several areas of the AD brain, resulting in 
hyperexcitability and is correlated with the level of demen-
tia.23,24 These results are, perhaps, not so surprising consider-
ing that GABA is the main inhibitory neurotransmitter in the 
central nervous system and regulates the excitability of all 
neurons in mammalian brains.

GABA binds to GABAA and GABAB receptors in neu-
rons. The GABAA receptors are chloride ion channels 

opened by GABA and are located at inhibitory synapses and 
also outside of synapses where they are termed extrasynap-
tic GABAA receptors. The receptors mediate functionally 
distinct types of inhibition: the fast point- to- point synaptic 
transmission is mediated by high concentrations (millimolar) 
of GABA, activating synaptic GABAA receptors, whereas the 
extrasynaptic GABAA receptors are activated by low micro 
to sub- micromolar GABA concentrations or spontaneously 
opening channels, and mediate a persistent form of inhibi-
tion. The GABA- activated inhibitory currents in a neuron 
then result from the summation of inhibitory postsynaptic 
currents25- 29 and from extrasynaptic GABAA receptors cur-
rents.29- 36 Synaptic currents activated by spontaneous firing 
of interneurons are termed sIPSCs and the action- potential 
independent currents, mIPSCs.25- 29

It is well- recognized that hippocampal hyperactivity is one 
of the earliest dysfunctions and a feature of AD in humans 
and numerous transgenic AD mice.37,38 The DG of the dorsal 
hippocampus plays an important role in memory formation 
and is among the first regions where plaques are deposited 
in AD. In DG granule cells, increased extrasynaptic GABAA 
receptor- mediated current impaired long- term potentiation 
and memory formation in mouse models of AD39- 41 and insu-
lin treatment decreased intracellular amyloid- β (Aβ) whereas 
insulin/insulin receptor dysfunction increased Aβ accumula-
tion in AD model mice.2,42 Moreover, it has been known since 
the early 1980s that insulin can inhibit spontaneous firing in 
rat hippocampal pyramidal neurons.43 Nevertheless, to- date 
the knowledge of effects of insulin on GABA signalling in 
the hippocampal sub- regions is limited.3,43,44

Electrophysiological properties of hippocampal neurons 
along the hippocampal longitudinal axis vary29,45- 50 and there 
appears to be increasing neuronal excitability from the dorsal 
to the ventral pole of the hippocampus.47,49,51- 54 A number 
of different mechanisms have been proposed to explain the 
observed higher excitability of the ventral hippocampus, in-
cluding reduced inhibitory GABAergic tone.53 We recently 
showed, in eight to ten weeks old wild- type mice, that char-
acteristic tonic GABA- activated currents are recorded in hip-
pocampal primary neurons according to the cell- type and the 
dorsoventral hippocampal- axis location.29 Here, we exam-
ined if insulin modulates tonic GABA- activated conductance 
in DG granule cells and CA3 pyramidal neurons in dorsal and 
ventral hippocampus of young, eight to ten weeks old wild- 
type mice and then, in DG granule cells, if the insulin mod-
ulation was intact in older wild- type and tg- APPSwe mice, 
before and during amyloid plaques formation.
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Our results demonstrate that insulin regulates the tonic 
GABA- activated current density in hippocampal primary 
neurons according to cell- type, location along hippocampal 
dorsoventral axis and age. Furthermore, in the diseased aged 
tg- APPSwe mouse brain, insulin- mediated synaptic plasticity 
is reevoked and results in normalization to wild- type levels of 
the fast inhibitory synaptic and extrasynaptic currents densities.

2 |  RESULTS

The results section is divided according to the age of the 
mice: First, insulin effects on GABA- activated currents in 
DG granule cells and CA3 pyramidal neurons in young, eight 
to ten weeks old wild- type mice and second, insulin effects 
on GABA- activated currents in dorsal DG granule cells in 
adult, 5- 12 months old wild- type and tg- APPSwe mice.

2.1 | Young mice

2.1.1 | Insulin receptor expression in the 
mouse dorsal and ventral hippocampus

Insulin binds to the IR and activates downstream cellular 
signalling pathways. We examined the expression of the IR 
in the mouse dorsal and ventral hippocampus by incubating 
hippocampal sections with an insulin receptor- specific anti-
body. IR labelling in Figure 1 is indicated by the dark brown 

colour. The CA1- CA3 pyramidal neuronal and the DG gran-
ule cells layers were robustly labelled in both the dorsal and 
the ventral hippocampus. The specificity of the IR antibody 
was validated as shown in Figure S1.

2.1.2 | Insulin differentially modulated 
IPSCs and the extrasynaptic current in DG granule 
cells and CA3 pyramidal hippocampal neurons

The dorsal and ventral primary hippocampal neurons are en-
gaged in neuronal networks that have different physiological 
functions.53,55 It is possible that hormones like insulin that 
enter the brain, differentially regulate the networks along the 
hippocampal dorsoventral axis. To gain insight into the insu-
lin regulation of the circuitry, we examined the normal func-
tional characteristic of the sIPSCs, mIPSCs and extrasynaptic 
currents in DG granule cells and CA3 pyramidal neurons in 
the dorsal and ventral mouse hippocampus and then, how the 
currents were modulated by insulin. In order to selectively 
activate the IR, we applied insulin at near- physiological con-
centration (1  nmol/L) to exert its physiological effect.44,56 
Higher insulin concentrations can cause non- specific effect 
via activation of insulin- like growth factors receptors.

DG granule cells
Characteristic currents and the effects of insulin on sIPSCs are 
shown in Figure 2, at a slow (min) and a fast (s) time- scale, 
for the dorsal (Figure 2Aa,b) and the ventral (Figure 2Ba,b) 

F I G U R E  1  Immunostaining of the insulin receptor along the dorsoventral axis of the mouse hippocampus. (A), A microphotograph of the 
isolated mouse hippocampus (approx. 6 mm length): dorsal (DH) and ventral (VH) hippocampal regions. Immunohistochemical staining of the 
mouse hippocampus labelled with insulin receptor (IR, brown colour) antibody in CA1, CA3 and dentate gyrus (DG) of DH (B) and VH (C). DG 
granule cells display a staining signal of IR in the DH and VH (Bi and Ci). In the CA3 regions, the layer of pyramidal neurons cell bodies shows 
IR expression (Bii and Cii). The experiment was repeated in four animals and the same pattern of staining was observed in all of them. Gr: stratum 
granulosum; Py: stratum pyramidale

(B)(A) (Bi) (Bii)

(C) (Ci) (Cii)
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DG granule cells. Insulin (1  nmol/L) increased the mean 
sIPSC frequency by about 21% and 13% in the dorsal 
and ventral hippocampal DG granule cells, respectively 
(Figure  2Ac, Bc,C), whereas the median amplitude of 

sIPSCs was only increased (~ 23%) in the dorsal hippocam-
pus (Figure  2D). The sIPCSs rise- time was faster in the 
ventral hippocampus in the presence of insulin but no ef-
fect was recorded on the current decay (Figure S2A). As 
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the DG granule cells at the two hippocampal poles vary in 
size,29 we calculated the sIPSC density. Insulin increased 
the mean sIPSC density by ~54% and ~22% in the dorsal 
and ventral DG granule cells, respectively (Figure 2E). In 
contrast, insulin had no effect on the mean extrasynaptic 
current density in the dorsal or the ventral hippocampal DG 
granule cells (Figure 2F).

The potentiation of the sIPSCs by insulin can be related 
to pre-  or postsynaptic mechanisms. We, therefore, exam-
ined the effects of insulin (1  nmol/L) on mIPSCs in the 
presence of TTX (1  µmol/L) which blocks voltage- gated 
sodium channels and thus, action potential- dependent 
GABA release. Representative current traces are shown in 
Figure 3, at a slow (min) and a fast (s) time- scale, for the 
dorsal (Figure 3Aa,b) and the ventral (Figure 3Ba,b) DG 
granule cells. Insulin increased the mean mIPSC frequency 
in the granule cells by ~21% in the dorsal and ~15% in the 
ventral hippocampus (Figure 3Ac, Bc,C), similar to what 
was observed for the sIPSCs, consistent with increased 
probability of GABA release from the presynaptic termi-
nals in the presence of insulin. The median amplitude of 
the mIPSCs was not altered by insulin (Figure 3D) but the 
median decay time was prolonged in the dorsal DG gran-
ule cells (Figure  S2Bb). Only in the ventral DG granule 
cells did insulin significantly increase the mIPSC density 
(~23%). No effect of insulin was recorded on the extrasyn-
aptic current density (Figure 3F).

CA3 pyramidal neurons
Characteristic currents and the effects of insulin on  
sIPSCs are shown in Figure 4, at a slow (min) and a fast 
(s) time- scale, for the dorsal (Figure 4Aa,b) and the ven-
tral (Figure  4Ba,b) CA3 pyramidal neurons. Insulin did 

not modify the sIPSC frequency, median amplitude or 
kinetics in the dorsal or ventral CA3 pyramidal neurons 
(Figure 4A- E; Figure S3A). In contrast, insulin almost dou-
bled the mean extrasynaptic current density in the dorsal 
CA3 pyramidal neurons (Figure 4F).

The potentiation of the extrasynaptic current by insulin 
can be related to either pre-  or postsynaptic mechanisms. We, 
therefore, examined the effects of insulin (1 nmol/L) on the 
mIPSCs in the presence of TTX (1 µmol/L). Representative 
current traces are shown in Figure  5, at a slow (min) and 
a fast (s) time- scale, for the dorsal (Figure 5Aa,b) and the 
ventral (Figure 5Ba,b) CA3 pyramidal neurons in the pres-
ence of TTX, without or with insulin (1 nmol/L). The mean 
frequency of mIPSCs was significantly increased by insu-
lin but only in the dorsal CA3 pyramidal neurons (~18%) 
(Figure  5C) and, is consistent with increased presynaptic 
GABA release probability. The median amplitude of the cur-
rents and kinetic parameters under insulin application were 
similar to the control currents for both the dorsal and ventral 
CA3 pyramidal neurons (Figure  5Ac, Bc,D; Figure  S3B). 
In the dorsal CA3 pyramidal neurons, insulin increased the 
mIPSC density (~26%, Figure 5E) but no longer enhanced 
the extrasynaptic current density when TTX blocked the 
action potentials. The results are consistent with decreased 
spill- over of GABA when action potential- dependent GABA 
release ceased.

Extrasynaptic GABAA receptors containing α5 subunit 
are expressed in CA3 pyramidal cells.57 We examined if the 
insulin- enhanced tonic current was mediated by these recep-
tors (Figure S4). Bath application of the inhibitors L- 655,708 
or TB21007, selective for the α5- subtype, did not decrease 
the tonic current density in dorsal CA3 neurons neither in 
control (0.007 ± 0.004 pA/pF, n = 5) nor when insulin was 

F I G U R E  2  Insulin potentiated synaptic but not extrasynaptic GABAA receptor- mediated currents in the dentate gyrus granule cells in dorsal 
and ventral mouse hippocampus. A and B, Representative traces of GABAergic currents recorded from DG granule cells in dorsal (DH, Aa) and 
ventral (VH, Ba) hippocampus under bath insulin (1 nmol/L) application. The difference between the dashed lines indicates the tonic current 
amplitude. Marked regions with filled squares (top, a) are shown on an expanded scale below (b, 5 s long segments) the whole trace: sIPSCs 
recorded under control conditions (black colour) and insulin application (red trace) from DH (Ab) and VH (Bb) correspondingly. Examples of 
cumulative probability plots for the inter- event interval (IEI) and median amplitude of sIPSCs calculated from DG granule cell of the DH (Ac; 
from representative trace Aa) and the VH (Bc; from representative trace Ba) under control conditions (ACSF, black line) and under insulin 
application (red line). The left shift of the cumulative probability curve after bath perfusion of 1 nmol/L insulin (red line) indicates a decrease 
of sIPSCs IEI (that corresponds to increased sIPSCs frequency) in DG granule cell of DH (Ac left; IEI; 273 vs 303 events analysed for ACSF 
vs insulin correspondingly) and VH (Bc left; IEI; 303 events analysed for ACSF and 516 events –  for insulin application). The right shift of the 
cumulative distribution curve after application of 1 nmol/L insulin (red line) represents an increase of sIPSCs median amplitude in DG granule cell 
of DH (Ac right, Amplitude; 230 vs 392 events analysed for ACSF vs insulin correspondingly). To plot cumulative distribution curve for IPSCs 
amplitude from ventral DG granule cell (Bc right, Amplitude) 297 events were analysed for ACSF (black line) and 436 events for insulin (red 
line) conditions. Summary statistics of frequency (C), median amplitude (D) and total current density (sIPSCT density, E) of sIPSC recorded from 
DG granule cells of DH (n = 15 cells) and VH (n = 13 cells) under control (ACSF, black colour) and 1 nmol/L insulin application (red colour). 
Extrasynaptic current density (F) in dentate granule cells of DH (n = 6 cells) and VH (n = 6 cells) recorded under control conditions (ACSF, 
black colour) and after insulin perfusion (red colour). Data are presented as scatted dot plot for individual values and as bar plot for mean ± SEM. 
Connected lines indicate data obtained from individual cells before (black) and during insulin application (red). Only statistically significant 
differences are marked on the graph. The Wilcoxon matched- pairs signed rank test, *P <.05, †P <.01, ‡P <.001. Vhold = −60 mV
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applied (0.006 ± 0.004 pA/pF, n = 7; Figure S4). In order 
to examine if lower affinity receptors could be activated and 
modulated by insulin, we applied 5 µmol/L GABA but the 
results were similar and not significantly different (control: 
0.062 ± 0.014 pA/pF (n = 5); in insulin: 0.105 ± 0.023 pA/
pF (n = 8), P = .1709, Figure S4).

2.1.3 | PI3- kinase, but not MAPK- 
kinase (MAPKK), is required for insulin 
enhancement of the GABA- activated currents

Insulin binding to the IR leads to rapid autophosphoryla-
tion of the receptor, followed by phosphorylation of the 
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receptors’ substrate proteins resulting in activation of 
downstream signalling pathways including the PI3K and 
MAPKK cascades.58 The following sets of experiments 
aimed to identify the specific insulin- activated intracel-
lular signalling pathway involved in the modulation of the 
sIPSCs in the DG granule cells and the extrasynaptic cur-
rent in the dorsal CA3 pyramidal neurons. Hippocampal 
slices were preincubated with an inhibitor with the aim 
of blocking a specific intracellular signalling pathway. 
The PI3- kinase inhibitor wortmannin (100  nmol/L), 
was applied to block PI3K- mediated signalling and the 
results are shown in Figure  6A. In DG granule cells in 
the presence of wortmannin, insulin no longer enhanced 
the sIPSC frequency (Figure  6Aa,Ba), the median am-
plitude (Figure  6Aa,Bb) or the total current density 
(Figure  6Aa,Bc), neither in the dorsal nor the ventral 
hippocampal slices. Thus, blocking the PI3K signalling 
completely abolished the insulin- induced potentiation of 
the sIPSCs in the DG granule cells. In contrast, incuba-
tion with the MAPKK inhibitors, U0126 (2  µmol/L) or 
PD98059 (20 µmol/L), did not alter the insulin effect on 
the DG granule cells and the results were similar to what 
was observed with insulin alone (Figure 6Ab,Ca,b,c). For 
the CA3 pyramidal neurons, in the dorsal hippocampus, 
incubation with wortmannin (100  nmol/L) abolished the 
insulin- induced potentiation of the extrasynaptic current 
density (Figure  6Da,c) whereas the MAPKK inhibitors, 
U0126 (2 µmol/L) or PD98059 (20 µmol/L), did not alter 
the insulin effect (Figure  6Db,c). The inhibitors did not 
modulate the sIPSCs (Figure  S5). Together, the results 
identify regulation of the presynaptic GABA release and 
the postsynaptic GABA- activated currents by insulin- 
driven PI3K signalling in the DG granule cells and the 
CA3 pyramidal neurons.

2.2 | Adult mice

Since insulin modulated GABA- activated currents in the 
young, eight to ten weeks old mice, we wondered if the 
modulation was maintained in older animals and in disease. 
We, therefore, proceeded and recorded GABA- activated 
synaptic and extrasynaptic currents from DG granule cells 
in dorsal hippocampal slices from 5 to 12 months old wild- 
type mice and their tg- APPSwe littermates. This trans-
genic AD model was selected as the mice exhibit some 
clinical features characteristic of AD including extracel-
lular Aβ plaque deposition, microgliosis and astrogliosis 
in the hippocampus at approximately 12 months of age.59 
Intraneuronal Aβ aggregates occur at approximately six 
months.60 As age is a risk factor for insulin resistance and 
AD,13,61 the age- matched wild- type littermates were used to 
reveal age- related effects, on the GABA- activated currents 
during normal ageing.

2.2.1 | Insulin only enhances fast synaptic 
GABAA receptor- mediated currents in aged tg- 
APPSwe mice

Synaptic GABA- activated currents were recorded, before 
amyloid plaque deposition, in 5- 6  months old tg- APPSwe 
mice (Figure 7A,B; Figure S6), and at the stage of extracel-
lular plaque deposition in 10- 12 months old tg- APPSwe mice 
(Figure 8A,B; Figure S6) and their wild- type littermates. A 
mutant form of APP (isoform 695) with the Swedish muta-
tion results in elevated levels of Aβ and extracellular amyloid 
plaque deposition in the hippocampus of tg- APPSwe mice 
at approximately 10- 12  months of age. The plaques were 

F I G U R E  3  Insulin increased the mIPSCs frequency and the mIPSCT density in the dentate gyrus granule cells of the mouse hippocampus. 
Representative inhibitory current traces from DG granule cells of dorsal (DH, A) and ventral (VH, B) hippocampus in the presence of TTX 
(1 µmol/L) under insulin (1 nmol/L) application. Marked regions with filled squares (top, a) are shown on an expanded scale below the whole trace, 
respectively (b). Short segments represent miniature inhibitory synaptic currents (mIPSCs) recorded from DG granule cells of DH (Ab) and VH 
(Bb) correspondingly before (TTX, gray trace) and during 1 nmol/L insulin application (dark red trace) in the constant presence of 1 µmol/L TTX. 
Cumulative probability plots for the inter- event interval (IEI) and median amplitude of mIPSCs recorded from DG granule cell of the DH (Ac; 
from representative trace Aa) and the VH (Bc; from representative trace Ba) under control conditions (TTX, gray line) and during insulin treatment 
(TTX + insulin, dark red line). The left shift of the cumulative probability curve after bath application of 1 nmol/L insulin (TTX + insulin, dark 
red line) indicates a decrease of mIPSCs IEI (that corresponds to increased frequency of mIPSCs) in DG granule cell of DH (Ac left; IEI; 128 vs 
207 events analysed for TTX vs TTX + insulin correspondingly) and VH (Bc left; IEI; 221 events analysed for TTX and 302 events –  for insulin 
application). The cumulative distribution curves before (gray line) and after application of 1 nmol/L insulin (dark red line) represent no significant 
changes of mIPSCs median amplitude in DG granule cell either of DH (Ac right; Amplitude; 127 vs 162 events analysed for TTX vs TTX + insulin 
correspondingly) or VH (Bc right, Amplitude; 161 events were analysed for TTX (gray line) and 239 events for insulin (TTX + insulin, dark 
red line) conditions). Compiled data showing the frequency (C), median amplitude (D) and total current density (mIPSCT density, E) of mIPSCs 
recorded from DG granule cells of DH (n = 8 cells) and VH (n = 7 cells) under control (TTX, gray colour) and insulin treatment (dark red colour). 
Summary for extrasynaptic current density (F) in DG granule cells of DH (8 -  10 cells) and VH (6 -  8 cells) recorded in the presence of TTX 
under control conditions (TTX, gray colour) and after 1 nmol/L insulin application (dark red colour). Data are presented as dot plot with bar for 
mean ± SEM. Connected lines indicate data obtained from individual cells before (gray colour) and during perfusion with insulin (1 nmol/L, 
dark red colour). Outlier (for non paired data) is detected by the Tukey method and marked as dot plot (filled circle). Only statistically significant 
difference is marked on the graph. The Wilcoxon matched- pairs signed rank test/non- parametric Mann- Whitney U test, *P < .05. Vhold = −60 mV
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concentrated in the stratum lacunosum moleculare and the 
DG (Figure 8A). After electrophysiological recordings, the 
hippocampal slices were stained with Thioflavin S and ex-
tracellular plaques (bright green) deposition visualized in the 
aged tg- APPSwe mice (Figure 8A).

Characteristic current traces and effects of insulin on  
sIPSCs in DG granule cells in hippocampal slices from 5 to 
6 and aged (10- 12 months old) mice are shown in Figures 7B 
and 8B, respectively. In the 5- 6 months old animals, the sIPSCs 
frequency, amplitude, charge transfer and total current were 
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similar in wild- type and the tg- APPSwe mice (Figure 7C- F; 
Figures S6 and S7A) and were not altered by insulin (Figure 7C- 
F). Since the DG granule cells vary in size (Figure 7G), we 
determined the median sIPSCT density and Figure 7H shows 
it is similar in the wild- type and the tg- APPSwe mice and not 
affected by insulin. In contrast, in the aged tg- APPSwe mice, 
insulin significantly modulated the sIPSCs. The sIPSCs fre-
quency (Figure  8C) and sIPSCT (Figure  8F) were similar, 
in wild- type and the aged tg- APPSwe mice, but the sIPSCs 
amplitude (~14%, Figure  8D, Figure  S6Bb), charge transfer 
(~16%, Figure 8E) and sIPSCT density (~33%, Figure 8H) de-
creased in the aged tg- APPSwe as compared to wild- type mice. 
Insulin did not modulate neither the IPSCs median amplitude 
(Figure 8D) nor the charge transfer (Figure 8E) in the aged an-
imals but significantly enhanced the sIPSCs frequency (~51%, 
Figure 8C) and the median sIPSCT density (~58%, Figure 8H) 
but, importantly, only in the aged tg- APPSwe mice, resulting 
in normalized sIPSCT density and similar to wild- type values. 
The results indicate increased synaptic plasticity in the aged 
tg- APPSwe mice and is reminiscent of what was observed in 
the young, eight to ten weeks old wild- type mice.

2.2.2 | Insulin normalizes GABA- activated 
extrasynaptic current densities to wild- type 
levels in aged but not in 5- 6 months old tg- 
APPSwe mice

The level of the GABA- activated extrasynaptic tonic current 
is relevant in the context of how control of baseline neuronal 
activity comes about. We measured the extrasynaptic tonic 
current amplitude in the presence or absence of insulin in the 
DG granule cells from 5 to 6  months old (Figure  9A) and 
aged (Figure  9B) mice. Typical current traces are shown 
in Figure 9Aa,b in the absence and presence of insulin for 
5- 6 months old wild- type and tg- APPSwe mice. There was 

a significant increase (~100%) in the extrasynaptic tonic 
current in the tg- APPSwe mice as compared with wild- 
type mice but insulin was without effect in both groups 
(Figure 9Ab,c). For the aged groups, typical current traces are 
shown in Figure 9Ba,b in the absence and presence of insulin. 
Interestingly, the increased (~100%) extrasynaptic tonic cur-
rent was maintained in the aged tg- APPSwe as compared to 
wild- type mice (Figure 9Ba,c) but, importantly, insulin de-
creased the current and normalized the amplitude to similar 
levels as recorded in the wild- type mice (Figure 9Bb,c). The 
increased GABAergic tonic current was partially suppressed, 
36 ± 16% (n = 3), by a selective inverse agonist, L- 655,708 
(100 nmol/L), in the aged tg- APPSwe mice. The results are 
consistent with the tonic extrasynaptic current in DG granule 
cells of aged tg- APPSwe mice is being mediated, in part, by 
GABAA receptors containing the α5 subunit, indicating that 
multiple GABAA receptors subtypes are involved in generat-
ing the conductance. The data demonstrate that the GABA- 
activated extrasynaptic tonic currents in DG granule cells are 
increased in tg- APPSwe mice, before and during amyloid 
plaques accumulation, as compared with the wild- type lit-
termates. Insulin at near- physiological concentrations modu-
lated the GABAergic signalling in the aged tg- APPSwe mice, 
demonstrating that the DG granule cells are not insulin resist-
ant despite the amyloid pathology. Why insulin only normal-
ized the currents in the aged mice remains to be clarified but 
implies increased plasticity in the aged tg- APPSwe mice.

2.2.3 | Insulin receptors are expressed in 
hippocampal DG granule cell layer of wild- 
type and tg- APPSwe mice

As we did not register any functional effects of insulin 
on GABA signalling in the wild- type mice, we exam-
ined if we could detect the IR in the DG granule cell layer 

F I G U R E  4  Insulin enhanced the GABAergic extrasynaptic current density in CA3 pyramidal neurons in the dorsal mouse hippocampus. 
Original records of GABAAR- mediated currents from CA3 neurons of dorsal (DH, Aa) and ventral (VH, Ba) hippocampus under acute insulin 
(1 nmol/L) application. Upward shift of the baseline under the application of picrotoxin (PTX, 100 µmol/L) indicates the tonic current amplitude (as 
the difference between the dashed lines). The representative segments on expanded scale below the whole trace (marked with filled squares) depict 
sIPSCs under control (ACSF, black trace) and 1 nmol/L insulin application (red trace) recorded from CA3 pyramidal neuron of DH (Ab) and VH 
(Bb), respectively. Cumulative probability plots for the inter- event interval (IEI) and median amplitude of sIPSCs calculated from DH (Ac; from 
representative trace Aa) and VH (Bc; from representative trace Ba) CA3 neuron under control conditions (ACSF, black line) and insulin application 
(red line). The cumulative probability curves in control (ACSF, black line) and after bath perfusion of 1 nmol/L insulin (red line) did not indicate 
significant changes in the distribution of sIPSCs IEI and amplitude in CA3 pyramidal neuron in neither DH (Ac left; IEI, ACSF vs insulin: 305 vs 
305 events analysed correspondingly; Ac right; Amplitude, ACSF vs insulin: 233 vs 239 events analysed respectively) nor VH (Bc left; IEI, ACSF 
vs insulin: 303 vs 302 events analysed; Bc right; Amplitude, ACSF vs insulin: 249 vs 248 events analysed correspondingly). Summary for the 
frequency (C), median amplitude (D) and total current density (sIPSCT density, E) of sIPSCs recorded from CA3 pyramidal neurons of DH (n = 9 
neurons) and VH (n = 10 neurons) under control (ACSF, black colour) and insulin application (red colour). Summary statistics for extrasynaptic 
current density (F) in CA3 pyramidal neurons of DH (n = 6 neurons) and VH (n = 5 neurons) recorded under control conditions (ACSF, black 
colour) and after insulin application (red colour). Data are presented as dot plot for individual values and as bar plot for mean ± SEM. Connected 
lines indicate data obtained from individual neurons before (black) and during insulin application (red). Only statistically significant differences are 
marked on the graph. The Wilcoxon matched- pairs signed rank test, *P < .05. Vhold = −60 mV
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using immunohistochemistry and the results are shown in 
Figure S8. Substantial insulin receptor staining was detected 
in both wild- type and the tg- APPSwe mice at both 5- 6 and 
10- 12 months of age when labelled with a primary antibody 
specific for the insulin receptor.

3 |  DISCUSSION

Insulin is a metabolic hormone regulating peripheral glu-
cose homeostasis but it is also increasingly acknowledged 
that insulin directly affects the brain by modulating neuronal 
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plasticity and function.3,10 Here, we examined the effects 
of insulin on the tonic GABA- activated currents in primary 
neurons of the characteristic neuronal network module that 
is repeated in a parallel lamellar fashion along the longi-
tudinal axis of the hippocampus. We used insulin at near- 
physiological concentration (1 nmol/L) in order to selectively 
activate its cognate receptors.44,56 The results demonstrate 
that in young, 8- 10  weeks old mice, insulin regulates the 
tonic GABA- activated synaptic and extrasynaptic current 
density in DG granule cells and CA3 pyramidal neurons, 
according to cell- type and position along hippocampal dors-
oventral axis (Figure 10A) and is consistent with the reported 
ability of insulin to reduce spontaneous neuronal firing. This 
in contrast, to the results from the dorsal DG granule cells 
from older (5- 12 months old) wild- type mice where insulin 
was without effects. However, in the dorsal DG granule cells 
from tg- APPSwe mice, the insulin modulation was related to 
age and progression of the disease (Figure 10B). The results 
indicate that insulin regulates GABA signalling when neu-
ronal networks are changing, as happens during maturation 
of the young brain3,29 and as the disease progresses in the 
hippocampus of the aged tg- APPSwe mice.38,62

It is well- established that the hippocampus is a brain 
structure essential for formation of spatial memory, naviga-
tion and emotional responses.53,55 What is less appreciated is 
that the hippocampus has receptors for insulin and a number 
of other metabolic hormones and participates in sensing and 
regulating body physiology by modulating, in a topographi-
cal manner, activity of hypothalamic neurons.5,63 The hippo-
campus is a long, curved structure with a longitudinal axis 
ranging from dorsal (septal)- to- ventral (temporal) in rodents 
and corresponds to the posterior- to- anterior hippocampus in 
humans.53,55,64 The dorsal hippocampus receives information 
from the sensory cortices whereas the ventral hippocampus 

has more connectivity with the hypothalamus, amygdala and 
prefrontal cortex.55,63,65- 67 According to common simplifica-
tion of the endogenous diversification of the hippocampus, 
we divided the structure along the dorsoventral axis into dor-
sal, intermediate and ventral domains53,55 and studied the ef-
fects of insulin on the dorsal and ventral DG granule cells and 
CA3 pyramidal neurons.

The insulin receptor was prominently expressed in the 
granule cell layer and the CA3 pyramidal neuronal layer both 
in the dorsal and ventral hippocampus. It was, therefore, some-
what surprising that the effects of insulin on GABA signal-
ling in the neurons varied both with location and with age. In 
the young mice, in the DG granule cells, insulin increased the 
sIPSC frequency and current density in the dorsal and ventral 
neurons but the effect on the current density, in the absence 
of action potentials, was only maintained in the ventral DG 
granule cells. The increase in sIPSC amplitude observed in 
the dorsal DG granule cells, was not maintained in TTX and 
no effect of insulin was recorded for the extrasynaptic cur-
rent. These results are in agreements with no effect of insulin 
on the postsynaptic GABAA receptors in the DG granule cells 
and, further, are consistent with insulin- enhanced presynap-
tic GABA release and stronger effects of insulin in the ventral 
DG areas of the hippocampus. In the CA3 pyramidal neu-
rons, insulin only enhanced the extrasynaptic current density 
in the dorsal hippocampus, which was lost in TTX where, on 
the other hand, an increase in mIPSC frequency and the re-
sulting increased mIPSC density was revealed. Similar to the 
DG granule cells, the effects of insulin can be attributed to 
presynaptic mechanisms and the increase in the extrasynaptic 
current, that was lost in TTX, suggests increased spillover of 
GABA from synapses in the presence of action potentials and 
insulin. It is interesting that only GABA- activated currents in 
the ventral CA3 pyramidal neurons appear to be insensitive to 

F I G U R E  5  Insulin enhanced the frequency of the mIPSCs and mIPSCT density in CA3 pyramidal neurons in mouse dorsal hippocampus. 
Voltage- clamp recordings of mIPSCs and tonic currents in CA3 pyramidal neurons of DH (Aa) and VH (Ba) under 1 nmol/L insulin application. 
Marked regions with filled squares are shown on an expanded scale below the whole trace respectively. Trace segments on expanded scale 
represent mIPSCs from CA3 neuron from mouse DH (Ab) and VH (Bb) respectively under control (TTX, grey trace) conditions and during 
insulin application (dark red trace). Miniature IPSCs were recorded in the continuous presence of TTX (1 µmol/L). Examples of cumulative 
probability plots for the inter- event interval (IEI) and median amplitude of mIPSCs from DH (Ac; from representative trace Aa) and VH (Bc; from 
representative trace Ba) CA3 neuron under control (TTX, gray line) and 1 nmol/L insulin application (TTX + insulin, dark red line). The left 
shift of the cumulative probability curve after insulin perfusion (dark red line) indicates a decrease in mIPSCs IEI (that corresponds to increased 
mIPSCs frequency) in CA3 neuron of DH (Ac left; IEI; TTX vs TTX + insulin: 339 vs 330 events analysed correspondingly) but not in VH (Bc 
left; IEI; TTX vs TTX + insulin: 300 vs 360 events analysed correspondingly). The cumulative distribution plots for mIPSCs amplitude in control 
(TTX, gray line) and under insulin application (dark red line) did not indicate significant changes in the distribution of mIPSCs amplitude in 
CA3 pyramidal neuron in neither DH (Ac right; Amplitude; TTX vs TTX + insulin: 316 vs 294 events analysed correspondingly) nor VH (Bc 
left; Amplitude; TTX vs TTX + insulin: 252 vs 303 events analysed correspondingly). Summary for the frequency (C), median amplitude (D) 
and total current density (mIPSCT density, E) of mIPSCs recorded from CA3 pyramidal neurons of DH (n = 9 neurons) and VH (n = 10 neurons) 
under control (TTX, gray colour) and bath application of insulin (dark red colour). Summary statistics for extrasynaptic current density (F) in 
CA3 pyramidal neurons of DH (8- 9 neurons) and VH (7- 9 neurons) recorded in the presence of TTX under control conditions (TTX, gray colour) 
and after insulin application (dark red colour). Data are presented as dot plot for individual values and bar plot for mean ± SEM. Connected lines 
indicate data obtained from individual neurons before (gray) and during insulin application (dark red). Only statistically significant differences are 
marked on the graph. The Wilcoxon matched- pairs signed rank test/non- parametric Mann- Whitney U test, *P < .05. Vhold = −60 mV
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insulin. We previously reported that these neurons normally 
have a weak, basal GABAergic inhibitory tone.29 The pres-
ent results show that insulin, an innate modulator of GABA 
signalling, does not enhance the GABAergic system in these 
neurons. What advantage this offers physiologically is not 

clear, but is relevant in relation to the observation that the 
ventral hippocampus is more prone to epileptic activity than 
the dorsal hippocampus.47,49,51- 54 As insulin does not enhance 
the inhibition in the ventral CA3 pyramidal neurons, it does 
not alter the excitability or the propensity to epileptic activity 
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of this region by modulating the GABAergic system in these 
neurons. However, maintaining a set inhibitory tone may be 
imperative to preserve a more conserved homeostatic meta-
bolic regulatory role of the hypothalamic nuclei by the ven-
tral hippocampus.5,63

Previous studies of insulin effects on GABA- activated 
currents in cultured rat hippocampal neurons,68,69 rat dorsal 
CA1 pyramidal neurons,44 rat prefrontal cortex70 and mouse 
cerebellar granule cells71 have shown that insulin strength-
ens GABAergic signalling by inserting or turning- on new 
GABAA receptors in the postsynaptic neurons. In the current 
study, in the absence of action potentials in the young mice, 
insulin increased the frequency of synaptic events in the dor-
sal and ventral DG granule cells and the dorsal CA3 pyrami-
dal neurons whereas no effect was observed on the synaptic 
median amplitude or extrasynaptic currents, consistent with 
insulin enhancing presynaptic release of GABA. Insulin in-
creased the mIPSC frequency/density revealing a slight effect 
on the dorsal CA3 pyramidal neurons IPSCs that was not ob-
served for the sIPSCs. This increase may, nevertheless, have 
contributed to the greater extrasynaptic current density in the 
dorsal CA3 pyramidal neurons in the presence of insulin, re-
sulting from more interstitial GABA originating from spill-
over of GABA from the synapses. In the absence of insulin, 
the level of the extrasynaptic current was similar in the pres-
ence or absence of action potentials.29 Together the results 
indicate that the normally low extrasynaptic current in the 
dorsal CA3 pyramidal neurons will become larger with in-
creased synaptic activity and GABA spillover from synapses.

The IR was expressed in the DG granule cell layer irrespec-
tive of age or animal model. It was, therefore, somewhat sur-
prising that the effects of insulin in the older mice on GABA 

signalling were only manifested in the aged tg- APPSwe mice. 
In the 5- 12  months wild- type and 5- 6  months tg- APPSwe 
mice, insulin did not modulate the sIPSCs or the extrasynap-
tic current density. In contrast, in the aged tg- APPSwe mice, 
insulin increased the sIPSCs density but decreased the extra-
synaptic current density. This is particularly interesting as in 
the aged tg- APPSwe mice, the sIPSCs density was signifi-
cantly decreased relative to the values recorded in aged wild- 
type mice. Furthermore, in the 5- 6 months old tg- APPSwe 
mice, the extrasynaptic current density was significantly 
increased relative to the wild- type mice and, this increase 
was maintained in the older tg- APPSwe mice. However, in 
the 5- 6  months old tg- APPSwe mice insulin had no effect 
whereas in the aged tg- APPSwe mice, insulin decreased and 
normalized the extrasynaptic current density to wild- type 
levels. In tg- APPSwe mice intraneuronal Aβ aggregation is 
observed at 6 months of age60 and extracellular plaque depo-
sition, microgliosis and astrogliosis are detected in the hippo-
campus at 12 months of age.59,60 In this study, no Aβ plaques 
were observed in the 5- 6 months tg- APPSwe mice but were 
present in the aged tg- APPSwe mice, in agreement with the 
previous reports.59,60 The GABA signalling was thus already 
changing in the 5- 6 months old tg- APPSwe mice, but, only 
in the aged tg- APPSwe animals were the insulin modulating- 
mechanisms in place. That the sIPSCs amplitudes and den-
sities were decreased in the aged tg- APPSwe mice relative 
to the aged wild- type littermates, implies a general decrease 
in the number of postsynaptic GABAA receptors in the DG 
granule cells in the aged tg- APPSwe animals or, alternatively, 
decreased release of GABA from the presynaptic terminals. 
It is possible that the increased tonic current that was nor-
malized by insulin is related, in part, to the synaptic- type 

F I G U R E  6  Wortmannin eliminated insulin- induced enhancement of GABAA receptors- mediated currents in dentate gyrus granule cells and 
CA3 pyramidal neurons in the mouse hippocampus. (Aa) Representative recordings of GABAergic currents from DG granule cells of dorsal (DH) 
and ventral (VH) under wortmannin (100 nmol/L, top black traces) pretreatment following acute insulin application (1 nmol/L) in the constant 
presence of 100 nmol/L wortmannin (below, red traces). (Ab) Representative traces of GABAergic currents from DG granule cells of DH and 
VH under U0126 (2 µmol/L) pretreatment (top, black colour) following acute insulin application (1 nmol/L) in the constant presence of 2 µmol/L 
U0126 (below, red traces). Summary statistics of sIPSC frequency (Ba), median amplitude (Bb) and total synaptic current (sIPSCT) density (Bc) 
recorded from DG granule cells of DH (n = 5 cells) and VH (n = 4 cells) under continuous 100 nmol/L wortmannin treatment (black colour) 
and 1 nmol/L insulin application in the presence of wortmannin (red colour). (Ab, C) MAPKK inhibition does not eliminate insulin- induced 
enhancement of synaptic GABAA receptor- mediated currents in DG granule cells in DH and VH. Summary statistics of the frequency (Ca), median 
amplitude (Cb) and sIPSCT density (Cc) of sIPSC recorded from DG granule cells of DH (n = 7 cells) and VH (n = 11 cells) under 2 µmol/L 
U0126 (filled circles) or 20 µmol/L PD98059 (opened circles) treatment (MAPKK inhibitor; black colour) and 1 nmol/L insulin application in the 
constant presence of U0126 (filled circles) or PD98059 (opened circles) (MAPKK inhibitor + insulin; red colour). Data is presented as dot plot for 
individual values and bar plot for mean ± SEM. Connected lines indicate data obtained from individual neurons before (black) and during insulin 
perfusion (red). (D) Wortmannin, but not PD98059 inhibits insulin- induced potentiation of extrasynaptic GABAA receptor- mediated currents in 
CA3 pyramidal neurons in DH. (Da) Representative trace demonstrating that bath application of 1 nmol/L insulin does not alter the magnitude 
of extrasynaptic currents recorded from CA3 pyramidal neurons in the presence of 100 nmol/L wortmannin. (Db) Original record shows that the 
insulin- induced potentiation of the current was preserved in the presence of 20 µmol/L PD98059. Upward shift of the baseline under the application 
of picrotoxin (PTX, 100 µmol/L) indicates the current amplitude (as the difference between the dashed lines). (Dc) Compiled data showing the 
extrasynaptic current density under basal conditions (n = 12 neurons) and after insulin application in the presence of 100 nmol/L wortmannin 
(n = 10 neurons) or 2 µmol/L U0126 (n = 6 neurons) or 20 µmol/L PD98059 (n = 5 neurons). Data is presented as a scatter dot plot with a box and 
whiskers plot with median values plotted by the Tukey method and mean values shown as ‘+’. Only statistically significant differences are marked 
on the graph. The Wilcoxon matched- pairs signed rank test/non- parametric Mann- Whitney U test, *P < .05, †P < .01. Vhold = −60 mV
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F I G U R E  7  Insulin does not modulate fast spontaneous IPSCs in dentate gyrus granule cells of the dorsal hippocampus in 5- 6 mo old 
tg- APPSwe mice and wild- type (WT) littermates. A, Representative images of Thioflavin S staining in the hippocampus of 5- 6 mo old wild- 
type (WT) and tg- APPSwe mice: no plaques were detected in the DG region. Dashed line indicates DG granule cell layer (Scale bar 500 µm). 
B, Voltage- clamp recordings of sIPSCs in DG granule cells of dorsal hippocampus from 5 to 6 mo old wild- type and tg- APPSwe mice under 
control conditions (ACSF, black/blue traces, upper panel) and insulin (1 nmol/L) pre- incubation (red traces, below panel). Summary for the mean 
frequency (C) the median amplitude (D), the median charge transfer (E) and the total synaptic current (sIPSCT, F) of sIPSCs in DG granule cells 
of wild- type and tg- APPSwe mice (5- 6 mo old) recorded from dorsal hippocampal slices under control conditions (Ctr, black/blue) and after pre- 
incubation with 1 nmol/L insulin (Ins, red). G, The dorsal DG granule cell membrane capacitances were similar between WT and tg- APPSwe mice 
(5- 6 mo old) under control conditions (ACSF). H, Summary plot for the total synaptic current density (sIPSCT density) of sIPSCs in DG granule 
cells of WT and tg- APPSwe 5- 6 mo old mice. Data are presented as scatter dot plot for individual values and box and whiskers plot with median 
value plotted as a line and mean value shown as ‘+’. Outliers were defined by the Tukey method and are marked as dot plot (filled black circles) 
and excluded from the statistical analyses. Non- parametric Mann- Whitney U test (two- tailed). All experiments were performed with parallel 
controls from the same animal/age group. Vhold = −60 mV
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F I G U R E  8  Insulin modulates fast spontaneous IPSCs in dentate gyrus granule cells of the dorsal hippocampus in 10- 12 mo old tg- APPSwe 
mice but not wild- type (WT) littermates. A, Microphotographs of Thioflavin S staining of neuritic plaques (bright green) in the hippocampus of 
tg- APPSwe and wild- type 10- 12 mo old mice. It is shown that the most plaques are deposited in the DG region in aged (10- 12 mo) tg- APPSwe 
AD mouse model. No plaques were detected in the hippocampus of wild- type littermates. Dashed line indicates DG granule cell layer (Scale 
bar 500 µm). B, Original traces of sIPSCs recorded from dorsal DG granule cells of 10- 12 mo old wild- type and tg- APPSwe mice under control 
conditions (ACSF, black/blue traces, upper panel) and insulin (1 nmol/L) pre- incubation (red traces, below panel). Summary graphs for the mean 
frequency (C), the median amplitude (D), the median charge transfer (E), the total synaptic current (sIPSCT, F) and the total synaptic current 
density (sIPSCT density, H) of sIPSCs recorded from DG granule cells of dorsal hippocampal slices from WT and tg- APPSwe mice (10- 12 mo 
old) under control conditions (Ctr, black/blue) and after pre- incubation with 1nmol/L insulin (Ins, red). G, The cell membrane capacitances were 
similar between dorsal DG granule cell of WT and tg- APPSwe 10- 12 mo old mice (in ACSF). Data are presented as scatter dot plot for individual 
values and box and whiskers plot with median value plotted as a line and mean values shown as ‘+’. Outliers were detected by the Tukey method 
and marked as dot plot (filled black circles) and excluded from the statistical analyses. Only statistically significant differences are marked on the 
graph. Non- parametric Mann- Whitney U test (two- tailed); *P < .05, †P < .01. All experiments were performed with parallel controls from the same 
animal/age group. Vhold = −60 mV
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receptors remaining outside of synapses in the aged tg- 
APPSwe mice but then, are rescued by insulin, resulting in 
normalized and increased synaptic and decreased extrasyn-
aptic current densities.72- 74 Notably, the DG granule cells 
are clearly not insulin resistant in the presence of amyloid 

pathology. A prominent feature in AD is accumulation of Aβ 
peptides in the brain, sometimes decades before onset of cog-
nitive symptoms.60,75 The net increase in neuronal excitatory/
inhibitory ratio observed in mouse models of AD is thought 
to be linked to the association of Aβ to synapses resulting in 
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F I G U R E  1 0  Schematic summary. A, 
The schematic drawing illustrates the effects 
of insulin (1 nmol/L) on GABA- activated 
tonic current densities in hippocampal 
neurons along the dorsoventral axis. 
Positioning of the patch- clamp electrodes 
identifies relevant recording hippocampal 
areas. DH: dorsal hippocampus, VH: ventral 
hippocampus, DG: dentate gyrus. - TTX: in 
the absence of TTX, +TTX: in the presence 
of TTX. B, The schematic drawing depicts 
the effects of 1 nmol/L insulin on GABA- 
activated tonic current densities in dorsal 
hippocampal DG granule cells in wild- type 
and tg- APPSwe mice at 5- 6 and 10- 12 mo 
of age. Positioning of the patch- clamp 
electrodes identifies the DG hippocampal 
area where the recordings were made. 
- Insulin: in the absence of insulin, +Insulin: 
in the presence of insulin

F I G U R E  9  Effect of insulin on GABA- activated extrasynaptic current density in dentate granule cells in 5- 6 and 10- 12 mo old wild- type 
and tg- APPSwe mice. A, Insulin does not modulate GABA- evoked extrasynaptic tonic currents in dorsal dentate granule cells in 5- 6 mo old tg- 
APPSwe mice and wild- type (WT) littermates. Representative voltage- clamp recordings of sIPSCs and extrasynaptic tonic currents in DG granule 
cells from adult (5- 6 mo or months) wild- type and tg- APPS we mice under control conditions (Aa, ACSF, black/blue, Ctr) and after 1 nmol/L 
insulin exposure (Ab, Insulin, red, Ins). The tonic current was revealed by blocking GABAA receptors with picrotoxin (PTX, 100 µmol/L) resulting 
in shift of the baseline current. The extrasynaptic tonic current amplitude was significantly higher in the tg- APPSwe mice when compared with 
wild- type littermates. (Ac) The GABA- evoked extrasynaptic tonic current density in DG granule cells of wild- type and tg- APPSwe mice (5- 6 mo 
old) under control conditions (Ctr, black/blue) and after pre- incubation with 1 nmol/L insulin (Ins, red). The density of the tonic extrasynaptic 
GABA- activated current was measured by dividing current amplitude (pA) by the cell membrane capacitance (pF). B, Insulin normalizes increased 
tonic GABA- activated extrasynaptic current density in dentate granule cells in 10- 12 mo old tg- APPSwe mice. Representative inhibitory current 
traces from DG granule cells from dorsal hippocampal slices from 10 to 12 mo old wild- type and tg- APPSwe mice under control conditions 
(Ba, ACSF, black/blue, Ctr) and after exposure to 1 nmol/L insulin (Bb, Insulin, red, Ins). Upward shift of the baseline under the application of 
picrotoxin (PTX, 100 µmol/L) identifies the tonic current amplitude (as the difference between the dashed lines). The tonic extrasynaptic current 
amplitude was significantly higher in tg- APPSwe mice when compared with the wild- type littermates. (Bc) Data showing the extrasynaptic current 
density in DG granule cells from wild- type and tg- APPSwe mice (10- 12 mo old) under basal conditions (Ctr, black/blue) and after pre- incubation 
with 1 nmol/L insulin (Ins, red). Data are presented as scatter dot plot for individual values and box and whiskers plot with median values plotted as 
lines and the mean values shown as ‘+’. Outliers are detected by the Tukey method and marked as dot plot (filled black circles). Statistical analyses 
are performed by excluding outliers and only statistically significant differences are marked on the graph. For statistical analysis the Mann- Whitney 
U test (two- tailed) was used. Significance levels are *P < .05, ‡P < .001. All experiments were performed with parallel controls from the same 
animal/age group. Vhold = −60 mV
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impaired synaptic and network activity.37,38,62 Our observa-
tion of decreased sIPSCT density in aged tg- APPSwe mice 
as compared to wild- type littermates confirms the decreased 
inhibitory synaptic tone in tg- APPSwe mice but also, and im-
portantly, demonstrates how the inhibitory transmission can 
be rescued by insulin.

The GABAA receptors have been shown to be well- 
preserved in the hippocampus of aged mice76 and this ob-
servation is in agreement with the robust and similar GABA 
signalling we observed in the DG granule cells from ~2,29 
5- 6 and 10- 12 months old wild- type mice. Alterations in ex-
pression of GABAA subunits and the receptor subtypes might 
nevertheless take place as the disease progresses and contrib-
ute to the changes we observe in the tg- APPSwe mice.77- 83 
Increased extrasynaptic GABA- activated hippocampal cur-
rents, as we recorded in the 5- 12  months old tg- APPSwe 
mice, has been associated with memory modulation84,85 and 
our results, from the 8- 10 weeks old DG granule cells and 
previously from rat CA1 pyramidal neurons,44 demonstrate 
that insulin can increase extrasynaptic GABA- activated cur-
rents. In contrast, the results from the aged tg- APPSwe DG 
granule cells herein revealed that insulin regulation can also 
enable return to normal wild- type values. Insulin regulation 
of GABA signalling in hippocampal neurons thus appears to 
be multifaceted and critically context- based.

Insulin potentiation of the synaptic and extrasynaptic cur-
rents in the present study was PI3K- signalling dependent. It 
is well- established that insulin can evoke PI3K signalling in 
many types of cells modulating trafficking of proteins leading 
to altered transmitter release86,87 or insertion of transporters 
or ion channels, including GABAA receptors, into the plasma 
membrane.44,69,70,88 In the aged tg- APPSwe mice, the results 
are consistent with the extrasynaptic current, in the dorsal 
DG granule cells, being mediated in part by GABAA recep-
tors containing the α5 subunit. This is interesting as insulin 
has previously been demonstrated, in rat hippocampal CA1 
neurons, to regulate extrasynaptic GABA- activated currents 
by altering the prominence of α5- containing GABAA recep-
tors by a PI3K- dependent signalling.44

The GABAergic interneurons have a crucial role in reg-
ulating the hippocampal networks, including the hormonal 
effects,89,90 and this is clearly in accordance with the results 
presented herein. The differences in density, spatial distribution 
and connectivity of GABAergic neurons along the dorsoven-
tral axis of the hippocampus have been well- described.89,90 The 
spatial distribution of GABAergic contacts is similar for the 
different parts of the CA3 pyramidal neurons but more focused 
on the granule cell somata in the dentate gyrus.89,90 The dor-
sal hippocampus receives information from sensory cortices 
whereas the ventral hippocampus has more connectivity with 
the hypothalamus, amygdala and prefrontal cortex.55,63 The 
hippocampus then participates in formation of spatial mem-
ories, navigation and emotional responses,53,55 in addition to 

its less- well- known role in regulating general body physiology 
and behaviour.5,63 The current study highlights how selective, 
but still multifaceted, the insulin effect can be in neurons. Not 
only is the response to insulin related to the cell- type, the hip-
pocampal axis- location of the cells, age of the animals and dis-
ease but also to the subtype of neuronal inhibition involved, 
synaptic or extrasynaptic GABAA receptors- activated currents.

Increasing evidence indicates that insulin normally facil-
itates a number of brain functions including motivation and 
cognition3 and, insulin has been indicated in having a protec-
tive role in relation to the progressive pathogenesis of AD.2,17 
Insulin dysfunction, on the other hand, is the principal hall-
mark of type 2 diabetes mellitus91 and metabolic dysregula-
tion is a risk factor for cognitive decline, vascular dementia 
and AD.91- 94 Our current and previous results on the GABA 
signalling system in the hippocampus29,44 and others on the 
glutamatergic system (see Ref.3 and references there within), 
support the concept that the insulin effects are a critical part 
of normal development, plasticity and homeostasis in the hip-
pocampus in health and disease. It is possible that when grad-
ual changes in hippocampal function are taking place, normal 
physiology may be maintained or recovered in eg type 2 dia-
betes mellitus or AD, by metabolic hormones, like insulin. In 
cases where insulin sensitivity is decreased, other metabolic 
hormones that evoke PI3K signalling, eg GLP- 1 and its mi-
metics, may potentially function as a substitute and partially 
recover normal function.95 Whether insulin has a role in other 
brain diseases, eg psychiatric diseases, remains to be explored 
but considering the wide distribution of the insulin receptor 
in the brain,

3,96 it seems likely that normal insulin signalling 
is of importance for healthy brain function and may serve to 
normalize imbalances in a range of brain pathologies.

4 |  CONCLUSIONS

In the hippocampus of young mice, insulin modulated sig-
nalling at inhibitory synapses and extrasynaptic GABAA 
receptors by enhancing the basal GABA- activated currents. 
The outcome of the insulin modulation was dependent on 
the neuronal subtype and the hippocampal longitudinal axis- 
location of the neuron. In contrast, insulin did not modulate 
GABA signalling in healthy adult (5- 6 months) or aged (10- 
12 months) wild- type mice. However, in transgenic mice with 
the Swedish mutation (tg- APPSwe), an AD mouse model, 
an increase in the GABA- evoked extrasynaptic current den-
sity developed in the hippocampal dorsal DG granule cells 
and, in addition, the synaptic current densities decreased 
in the aged tg- APPSwe mice. Importantly, insulin at near- 
physiological concentrations (1 nmol/L) normalized the cur-
rents to wild- type values in the aged tg- APPSwe mice. The 
current results contribute to the understanding of how insulin 
by selective facilitation of GABA- activated currents alters 
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neuronal excitability in specific principal hippocampal neu-
rons and, thereby, hippocampal function in the developing or 
the changing brain. The results support the view that insulin 
in the hippocampus promotes and maintains normal function 
of the neurons.

5 |  MATERIAL AND METHODS

5.1 | Animals

All experiments were performed in accordance with the local 
ethical guidelines and protocols approved by Uppsala animal 
ethical committee, Swedish law and regulations based on the 
Directive 2010/63/EU.

5.2 | Young mice

Eight to ten weeks old C57BL6J male mice (Taconic M&B, 
Denmark), were used in dorsoventral axis experiments. For 
the DG granule cells, hippocampal slices from 53 mice were 
used to record from dorsal hippocampus (DH, 22 mice) and 
ventral hippocampus (VH, 31 mice). For the CA3 pyrami-
dal neurons, hippocampal slices from 80 mice were used to 
record from DH (67 mice) and VH (24 mice) and four mice 
were used for immunohistochemistry.

5.3 | Adult mice

Adult (5- 6 months old) and aged (10- 12 months old) male 
and female C57BL6 and tg- APPSwe (bred on a C57/BL6 
background) mice were used in these experiments. Male and 
female tg- APPSwe mice were bred at Uppsala University 
by crossing male heterozygous tg- APPSwe with female 
C57BL6. Age- matched male and female C57BL6 mice 
were used as wild- type controls. Mice were maintained in 
a 12 h light/12- h dark cycle with water and food ad libitum. 
Efforts were made to reduce the number of animals used in 
experiments. In total, 36 hippocampal slices were used from 
6 WT 5- 6 months old mice, 41 slices -  from 7 tg- APPSwe 
5- 6 months old mice, 47 slices -  from 8 WT 10- 12 months 
old mice and 50 slices -  from 13 tg- APPSwe 10- 12 months 
old mice to record GABA- activated currents from DG gran-
ule cells of dorsal hippocampus. Activity of one neuron was 
recorded from each slice.

5.4 | Genotyping

Tg- APPSwe mice overexpress transgene with human APP 
(isoform 695) bearing the Swedish mutation (KM670/671NL) 

under the murine Thy1 promoter.60 In order to detect the pres-
ence of the expected gene we used fast genomic DNA isolation 
method ´HotSHOT´ from mouse tail tip.97 In brief, alkaline 
lysis solution (25 mmol/L NaOH, 0.2 mmol/L Na2EDTA, pH 
around 12) was added to the tissue samples and then heated 
at 95°C for 45 minutes followed by cooling to 4°C. After, the 
neutralizing buffer (40 mmol/L Tris- HCl, pH around 5) was 
added to each sample and mixed briefly. We prepared a PCR 
master mix with JumpStart™ Taq DNA Polymerase (Catalog 
Number D6558, Sigma- Aldrich) and added primer pair (APP 
– TYI- 1- GAATCCAAGTCGGAACTCTT; APP- SQ6rw- 
TGTCAGGAACGAGAAGGGCA) to run the PCR reaction 
using the cycling parameters following the initial heating at 
94°C (2  minutes): 94°C (15  seconds), 63°C (15  seconds), 
72°C (30 seconds) for 30 cycles and then incubation at 72°C 
(10 minutes). The samples were further subjected to electro-
phoresis on a 1% agarose gel and the expected PCR product 
sizes were 400 bp (Figure S9).

5.5 | Brain tissue collection and fixation for 
immunohistochemistry

5.5.1 | Young mice

Animals (8- 10 weeks old) were anaesthetized by intraperito-
neal injection of 0.2 mL Dormitor (1 mg/mL, OrionPharma, 
Danderyd, Sweden) and 0.2 mL Ketalar (10 mg/mL, Pfizer, 
Kent, UK). The brain was dissected out after transcardiac 
perfusion using ice- cold 0.1 mol/L phosphate buffered saline 
(PBS) followed by 4% formaldehyde solution (FA, Histolab, 
Askim, Sweden). The hippocampus was separated from sur-
rounding tissue, placed in a 4% agarose gel (Cambrex Bio 
Science, ME, USA) and fixed by 4% FA for 3 hours on ice. 
After washing with PBS, the tissue was immersed at 4°C 
overnight, first in 20% and then in 30% sucrose in 0.1 mol/L 
PBS (pH = 7.4). The hippocampus was divided into dorsal 
and ventral parts and then frozen in cryo- protective medium 
Neg- 50 (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA).

5.5.2 | Adult mice

After the first 3- 4 hippocampal slices (coronal sections) from 
dorsal pole of each hemisphere were sliced and collected for 
electrophysiological experiments, the remaining brain tissue 
was carefully unglued from the platform and immersed into 
4% FA (Histolab, Askim, Sweden). As described previously, 
the fixation lasted for 3 hours in 4% FA on ice. Then, the brain 
tissue was washed with 0.1 mol/L PBS (pH = 7.4) followed 
by sequential immersion in 20% and 30% sucrose solution in 
0.1 mol/L PBS (4°C; overnight). The hemispheres were fur-
ther frozen in OCT mounting medium (VWR Chemicals, UK).
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5.5.3 | Immunohistochemical 
staining and microscopy

The mouse brain tissue was cryosectioned (14  µm thick 
slices) by using Thermo Scientific CryoStar NX70 (Thermo 
Fisher Scientific Inc, UK). Sections were kept at −80°C be-
fore use. Sections were air- dried, washed with 0.1 mol/L PBS 
and blocking solution containing 10% normal donkey serum 
(Jackson ImmunoResearch Europe Ltd, Cambridgeshire, 
UK), 2% bovine serum albumin and 0.3% Triton X- 100 for 
1 hour at room temperature (RT, 20- 22°C). Slides were later 
incubated with the primary antibody, rabbit anti- insulin re-
ceptor antibody (1:300, insulin 1β C- 19 Santa Cruz sc- 711, 
Heidelberg, Germany) overnight at 4°C, followed by incu-
bation with the secondary antibody, Biotin- SP (long spacer) 
affinipure donkey anti- rabbit IgG (H + L) antibody (1:1200 
Jackson ImmunoResearch Europe Ltd, Cambridgeshire, 
UK). Slides were incubated in avidin/biotinylated enzyme 
complex solution at (RT, 30 minutes), and then developed in 
3,3'- diaminobenzidine solution (RT, 5 minutes) (Vectastain® 
ABCsystem, Vector Laboratories, Burlingame, USA). After 
washing, mounting medium and coverslips were added, 
slides were air- dried (RT, 1 hour) and sealed with nail pol-
ish. Images were obtained using a bright- field microscope 
(Axioplan2 imaging, Zeiss, Germany or Olympus BX53 light 
microscope, Olympus corporation, Japan).

5.5.4 | Detection of neuritic plaques

Neuritic plaques were detected by Thioflavin S stain98 with 
modifications. Briefly, the slices (350  µm) after electro-
physiological recordings were fixed in 4% FA overnight. 
After that the slices were subsequently washed in phosphate 
buffer solution (6 times × 10 minutes), 70% ethanol (10 min-
utes), 80% ethanol (10  minutes). Then, the slices were in-
cubated in 0.1% Thioflavin S solution for 2 hour on shaker 
protected from light. Following subsequent washes in 80% 
and 70% ethanol (for 10 minutes in each) and with distilled 
water (twice  ×  10  minutes), the sections were mounted in 
tissue mounting medium (Sigma- Aldrich, Germany). The 
green fluorescence stained plaques were visualized and im-
aged with LSM 700 laser scanning microscope (Carl Zeiss 
Microscopy GmbH, Germany).

5.6 | Hippocampal slice electrophysiological 
experiments

5.6.1 | Hippocampal slice preparation

Brain slices from the dorsal and ventral mouse hippocampus 
were prepared as described previously.29,99 Briefly, following 

cervical dislocation, the brain was quickly removed from 
the skull and immersed into ice- cold N- methyl D- glucamine 
(NMDG)- based dissection solution (in mmol/L): 93 NMDG, 
2.5 KCl, 1.2 NaH2PO4, 30 NaHCO3, 20 HEPES, 10 MgSO4, 
0.5 CaCl2, 5 sodium ascorbate, 2 thiourea, 3 sodium pyruvate, 
12 N- acetyl- L- cysteine (only for 5- 12 months old brain tissue), 
25 D- glucose, pH 7.3- 7.4 adjusted with 37% hydrochloric acid 
when oxygenated with 95% O2 and 5% CO2; osmolarity 300- 
305 mOsm adjusted with sucrose. The 350 µm thick dorsal 
(coronal sections) and ventral (horizontal sections) hippocam-
pal slices were sectioned with a vibrating blade microtome 
Leica VT1200 S (Leica Microsystems AB, City, Germany). 
Freshly cut slices were transferred to a NMDG- based solution 
at 32°C for 12- 15 minutes (8- 10 weeks old mice) or 10 min-
utes (5- 12 months old mice) and then, transferred to a chamber 
containing a HEPES- holding solution (in mmol/L): 92 NaCl, 
2.5 KCl, 1.2 NaH2PO4, 30 NaHCO3, 20 HEPES, 2 MgSO4, 
2 CaCl2, 5 sodium ascorbate, 2 thiourea, 3 sodium pyru-
vate, 25 D- glucose, pH 7.3 -  7.4 adjusted with NaOH when 
bubbled with 95% O2 and 5% CO2, RT and osmolarity 300 
-  305 mOsm adjusted with sucrose. HEPES- holding solution 
for slices from 5 to 12 months old mice contained 12 mmol/L 
N- acetyl- L- cysteine99 osmolarity 305- 308 mOsm. Slices were 
incubated for at least 1 hour prior to recording.

5.6.2 | Electrophysiology

GABA- activated currents were recorded from DG granule 
cells and CA3 pyramidal neurons in dorsal and ventral hip-
pocampal slices using whole- cell patch- clamp electrophys-
iology as previously described.29,100 Briefly, each slice was 
placed into a recording chamber and continuously perfused 
(1.5- 2  mL/min) with oxygenated artificial cerebrospinal 
fluid (ACSF) that contained (in mmol/L): 119 NaCl, 2.5 
KCl, 1.3 MgSO4, 1 NaH2PO4, 26.2 NaHCO3, 2.5 CaCl2 
and 11 D- glucose, pH 7.3- 7.4; osmolarity 300- 303 mOsm 
adjusted with sucrose. In order to isolate GABA- activated 
currents from the excitatory neurotransmission all record-
ings were performed in the constant presence of 3 mmol/L 
kynurenic acid which blocks glutamate- activated ion 
channels. The borosilicate glass patch pipettes had 3.4- 
4.1  MΩ resistance when filled with the internal solution 
(in mmol/L): 140 CsCl, 8 NaCl, 2 EGTA, 0.2 MgCl2, 10 
HEPES, 2 MgATP, 0.3 Na3GTP, 5 QX314Br, pH 7.2 ad-
justed with CsOH, osmolarity 285- 290  mOsm. Voltage- 
clamp recordings were made at RT at the holding potential 
of −60 mV, filtered at 2 kHz using Axoclamp 200B am-
plifier/Multipatch 700B amplifier (Axon Instruments, 
Molecular Devices, CA, USA), Axon Digidata board 
1440A/1550A (Molecular Devices, CA, USA) and con-
trolled by pCLAMP 10.5 software (Axon Instruments, 
Molecular Devices, CA, USA).
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5.6.3 | Experimental design

sIPSCs were recorded for at least 5 minutes after baseline sta-
bilization. To record mIPSCs, tetrodotoxin (TTX, 1 μmol/L, 
bath application for 10- 12 minutes) was added to the ACSF to 
block voltage- activated sodium channels and, therefore, ac-
tion potential- dependent GABA release.27 To reveal the ex-
trasynaptic GABAA receptors mediated currents, 100 μmol/L 
picrotoxin, bicuculline methiodide or SR95531 was applied.

Insulin (1 nmol/L) was either acutely applied, to the slices 
for at least 10 minutes or the slices were preincubated, with 
insulin (1 nmol/L, RT) for at least 30 minutes, with similar 
results. For pharmacological examination of the intracellular 
signalling pathways activated by insulin; the PI3K/Akt path-
way or the MAPKK/ERK pathway, the slices were exposed 
for at least 30 minutes to a cell membrane permeable inhibitor 
of either PI3K or MAPKK prior to the insulin administration. 
We used the wortmannin (100 nmol/L), an inhibitor of PI3K, 
and U0126 (2 µmol/L) or PD98059 (20 µmol/L), inhibitors 
of MAPKK. For the functional identification of currents 
mediated by GABAA receptors containing the α5- GABAA 
subunit, the α5- GABAA receptors antagonists L- 655,708 
(20- 100 nmol/L) or TB21007 (100 nmol/L) were used.

5.7 | Reagents

The chemicals and drugs for electrophysiology were pur-
chased from Sigma- Aldrich, Darmstadt, Germany unless 
otherwise stated. Insulin, human, recombinant (yeast) (Cat. 
No. 11376497001, Roche Diagnostics GmbH, Mannheim, 
Germany), Wortmannin, U0126, PD98059, L- 655,708 and 
TB21007 (Tocris Bioscience, Bio- Techne Ltd, Abingdon, 
UK). Tetrodotoxin (citrate) (TTX, Alomone labs Ltd., 
Jerusalem, Israel). For the stock solutions the picrotoxin, 
wortmannin, U0126, PD98059, L- 655,708 and TB21007 
were dissolved in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) whereas bi-
cuculline and TTX were dissolved directly in the ACSF. The 
final concentration of DMSO in the ACSF did not exceed 
0.1% (v/v).

Thioflavin S was purchased from Santa Cruz 
Biotechnology, Inc (USA). For immunohistochemistry 
we used PK- 6100 standart Vectastain ABC kit and DAB 
Peroxidase Substrate kit SK- 4100 from Vector Laboratories 
(USA).

5.8 | Data analysis

The GABA- activated currents were studied as previously 
described.29 In brief, the sIPSCs and mIPSCs were analysed 
using MiniAnalysis software 6.0 (Synaptosoft, Decatur, 
GA, USA). As the frequency of IPSCs differs between DG 

granule cells and CA3 pyramidal neurons, we used time 
(3- 5  minutes) and the number of events (200- 300 events), 
respectively, for the analysis. IPSC events were detected if 
larger than a threshold value, set as 5 × RMS (root- mean- 
square of the baseline noise), and visually inspected to re-
move false events. In analysis of the currents, only IPSC 
events with a single peak were used (10%- 90% rising time 
≤5 ms, current decay (ms), charge transfer Q (fC)). The total 
synaptic current (sIPSCT or mIPSCT) was defined as fre-
quency (s−1)  ×  Q (fC) for the individual neuron. The am-
plitude of the persistent extrasynaptic current was measured 
as the shift of the basal current baseline after application 
of a GABAA receptors inhibitor, picrotoxin, bicuculline or 
SR95531 as described previously29,32,34,100 (pCLAMP 10.5 
software, Axon Instruments, Molecular Devices, San Jose, 
CA, USA). As the neurons varied in size, the IPSCT and 
the extrasynaptic current amplitude were normalized to the 
cell membrane capacitance (Cm (pF)) and expressed as total 
synaptic current density, sIPSCT density, mIPSCT density 
or extrasynaptic current density (pA/pF), respectively. Only 
three immature granule cells were identified in dorsal DG 
(8- 10 weeks old mice) based on electrophysiological proper-
ties and were excluded from the present study but the data 
obtained from these cells is presented in Figure S10.

5.9 | Statistics

The data were analysed using GraphPad Prism 8 
(GraphPad Software La Jolla, CA, USA). Data were also 
analysed using the Wilcoxon matched- pairs signed rank 
test (Wilcoxon test) for parameter comparison obtained 
from the same cells before and after the drug application 
and non- parametric Mann- Whitney U test (MW U test) for 
comparison between two independent groups. Values are 
expressed as mean  ±  SEM (Standard Error of the mean) 
and n represents number of cells. A P- value less than .05 
was statistically significant.
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